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Dear friends of Yale:

For more than half a century, the MacMillan Center has been at the forefront  

of international education—training academic, political, business, and  

nonprofit leaders, as well as citizens from all corners of the world. Today,  

we continue to offer a wide range of opportunities for members of the  

Yale community and others to explore and learn about international and 

regional affairs, both within and across a wide array of academic disciplines. 

You will read about many of these opportunities in this viewbook.

The scholars and teachers at the MacMillan Center have made major  

contributions to our understanding of the world, and have trained  

generations of students, many of whom are now at the top of their fields. 

These fields range from development economics to government and  

diplomacy, environmental advocacy, and the understanding and promotion  

of global health. Practical initiatives bolstered by much of this scholarship 

have affected many thousands of lives on every continent.

More than ever before, we know that Yale must foster understanding of  

tomorrow’s world and prepare its students for public service and leadership—

locally, nationally, and internationally. We believe that understanding the 

world outside the borders of the United States is an essential part of a liberal 

arts education, as well as an integral part of research and professional  

training across the University. We help students both learn from—and  

inform—the interconnected communities in which we live.

Your support of the MacMillan Center will be help ensure Yale’s  

global future.  

With my best wishes,

Ian Shapiro

Henry R. Luce Director, The MacMillan Center 
Sterling Professor of Political Science
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Globalization is nothing new. Two thousand years ago 

people left Africa for Eurasia. The Silk Road linking 

Asia with Europe, the Mediterranean, and North Africa 

is more than two thousand years old. The great global 

university of Nalanda, founded in fifth century India, 

drew thousands of scholars from Asia and the Middle 

East for nearly eight centuries. The rise of European 

empires filled the globe between the sixteenth and 

nineteenth centuries, and then shrank it by expanding 

commerce and finance. Societies have been in  

continual interaction with one another, across distance 

and difference, since the start of human time.

But now these interactions have grown faster and  

include more of the political, economic, cultural,  

religious, environmental, and technological landscape 

than ever before.

Yale’s MacMillan Center is the University’s focal point  

for teaching and research on international affairs, and  

on societies and cultures around the world. Its mission 

is to establish and sustain Yale as a leader in scholarship, 

teaching, projects, and collaborations that can create  

and support those transformative interactions. 

The Global University

Yale’s commitment to international and area studies has 

its roots in the University’s earliest days. Yale has drawn 

students from outside the U.S. for almost two centuries, 

and international issues have been well-represented 

in its curriculum for over a hundred years. Now, as 

Yale enters its fourth century, our goal is to build on 

these strengths to become a truly global university—

advancing the frontiers of knowledge and education 

not simply for Americans, but all over the world. The 

MacMillan Center’s wide range of initiatives makes 

understanding the world outside the United States, and 

the role of the United States in the world, an integral 

part of liberal arts education and professional training 

at the University. Yale is also committed to collaborating 

with researchers, leaders, citizens, and activists who are 

working to bring its resources to bear on some of the 

world’s most pressing concerns.
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To accomplish these goals, the MacMillan Center  

works to:

 •  Attract the most talented students and scholars  

to Yale from around the world.

 •  Prepare students for scholarship, citizenship, 

leadership, and service in an increasingly 

interdependent world.

 •  Sustain Yale as a global university of consequence, 

through expanded research collaborations, 

teaching programs, international projects, and  

public engagement.

A Far-reaching Investment

For Yale to remain in the vanguard of the world’s pre-

eminent universities, it must give particular attention to 

activities that will drive knowledge creation and address 

the most pressing global challenges—from the root 

causes of war and ethnic violence, to the factors  

needed for stable democratic institutions, to the 

imperatives for combating poverty and disease,  

to promoting sustainable development while  

protecting the global environment.

The MacMillan Center’s real and virtual research 

networks inspire and facilitate cross-disciplinary 

conversation and collaboration within Yale and far  

beyond the University—with intellectual centers, 

governments, non profit organizations, community 

leaders, and individuals all over the world.

The MacMillan Center is committed to innovation—

both intellectual and institutional. Over the past five 

years it has launched major university-wide initiatives 

on the Middle East, South Asia, global health, global 

affairs, and international political economy. Continued 

donor support is essential to enable the MacMillan 
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Center to fully realize its vision and continue its 

groundbreaking work by deploying resources to add 

value to the scholarly work of the faculty, providing 

substantial seed money for field research, and funding 

to facilitate international exchange through programs, 

such as the Fox International Fellowship.

“The MacMillan Center is Yale’s gateway to the world,” 

says MacMillan’s director Ian Shapiro. “Support for the 

MacMillan Center helps open doors for generations of 

Yale students and faculty, and has the potential to enrich 

millions of lives around the globe.”
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whitney & betty macmillan

Our interest in international affairs is long-standing—

in fact, Whitney’s began in a history class in seventh 

grade—and has continued to this day. Yale has been a 

pioneer in international education, preparing future 

academic, political, and nonprofit leaders, as well as 

businesspeople like us, to understand and function 

effectively in a global environment. We felt that Yale 

needed a place to center the international expertise of 

the University—hence, our support for the MacMillan 

Center. We look forward to seeing Yale continue its 

proud tradition of projects, programs, teaching, and 

research concerned with international affairs and the 

diversity of cultures and societies around the world. 

ruth & stephen hendel

Our involvement with the creation and staging of the 

musical Fela!—and our understanding of the story 

it told—ignited our commitment to Africa. The 1.2 

billion people on the continent represent one of the 

great potential pools of human talent and energy. Yale 

was one of the first universities to incorporate African 

studies into its mainstream curriculum, before World 

War II, and its libraries contain one of the world’s 

leading collections of Africana. We wanted to leverage 

the University’s academic, cultural, and physical 

resources to encourage direct engagement by students 

and researchers with African scholars and practitioners. 

As the Yale community benefits from heightened 

understanding of the continent, the University’s 

resources will, in turn, continue to support and 

contribute to problem-solving efforts underway there.

SUPPORTING 
YaLE’S GLObaL 
FUTURE



james leitner

As someone who grew up overseas and whose 

education at Yale and beyond focused on international 

economics and finance, I wanted to help advance Yale’s 

internationalization initiative—and promote research 

and teaching about the interactions between politics  

and economics around the world—by establishing  

the Georg Walter Leitner Program in International 

and Comparative Political Economy at the MacMillan 

Center. The MacMillan Center is an exciting place 

that gives students and faculty a space to be involved 

internationally, from workshops to internships, and 

public lectures to private conversations. It does so in 

an atmosphere that is intellectually vibrant, and that 

supports cutting-edge thinking and research in fields 

that grow ever more important.
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The MacMillan Center is 
designed for innovation.



As The Child Grows,  
So Goes the Nation  
Catherine Panter-Brick is a medical anthropologist, 

trained in human biology and the social sciences. Her 

focus on youth in global adversity includes work 

with street children, refugees, famine-stricken and 

war-affected communities in areas of conflict and 

humanitarian emergencies. At Yale, she leads a global 

mental health initiative to develop interdisciplinary 

research, program evaluation, and advocacy through 

international partnerships. She says, “I want to set a 

broad intellectual agenda for scientific research and 

social intervention, to address the astonishingly large 

gap between global health needs and actual investments 

in poor and conflict-affected settings.”

Given the lack of global consensus regarding 

humanitarian efforts in disasters and war, Panter-Brick  

partnered with psychiatrists and psychologists to  

set urgent priorities for mental health research and 

intervention. She also helped review the global  

literature on refugee and displaced children to better 

understand the family and community drivers of 

psychosocial well-being. 

With her work in Afghanistan, Panter-Brick 

demonstrated that mental health issues cascade from  

one generation to the next and are not simply affected  

by the past, but driven by the future. For Afghan 

families, there is no mental health without hope, and 

no hope without good education, employment, and 

governance: This perspective puts the emphasis on social 

interventions to help realize fundamental life goals, rather 

than linking mental health to past trauma. Her work 

shows that an emphasis on promoting human dignity, 

rather than sole attention to alleviating misery, demands 

a more innovative agenda focused on resilience, where 

maintaining hope and providing resources are key. 

Through the MacMillan Center, Panter-Brick has joined 

with economists to test whether poverty-alleviation 

schemes can improve mental health, in addition to 

socioeconomic outcomes for the ultra-poor. She also leads 

a project on linkages between childhood development and 

peace-building, bringing together experts in neurobiology, 

global health, and social sciences, to review the scope  

and impact of interventions targeting conflict resolution  

at family and community levels.

“The MacMillan Center,” she says, “provides a unique  

environment in which to foster and catalyze 

interdisciplinary research. I see it as a ‘big tent’ for  

linking scientific work to social innovations, one in  

which to pursue effective global health initiatives  

for youth.”

The MacMillan Center is a 
‘big tent’ for the kind of work 
I do – linking scientific  
work to social innovations.
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professor of anthropology,  
health and global affairs
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leitner professor of philosophy 
and international affairs
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Pursuing Global Justice 
Located within Yale’s MacMillan Center, the Global  

Justice Program (GJP) led by Thomas Pogge mobilizes 

the creativity and unique skills of academics for  

projects that will advance justice in the world. One  

current project is a Poverty Consensus Report that will 

formulate widely agreed-upon empirical and normative 

understandings that can form the basis for the post-

2015 agenda succeeding the Millennium Development 

Goals. In this context, the GJP is working toward  

developing better indices for measuring poverty and 

gender disparities.

Another central project of the GJP focuses on illicit 

financial flows that deprive states of revenues. Devel-

oping countries alone lose about $1 trillion annually 

through embezzlement, tax evasion and various other 

forms of corruption—about eight times more than they 

receive in official development assistance. Improving 

transparency of the international financial system could 

greatly enhance state revenues while also impeding  

terrorism and trafficking.

The MacMillan Center || Thomas Pogge

The GJP’s current flagship project is the Health Impact 

Fund (HIF). Financed primarily by governments, the 

HIF is a proposed pay-for-performance mechanism that 

would offer innovators the option—not obligation—to 

register new medicines. By registering a product, the 

innovator would undertake to make it available, during 

its first decade on the market, wherever it is needed at  

no more than the lowest feasible cost of production  

and distribution. The innovator would further commit  

to allowing, at no charge, generic production and  

distribution of the product after the ten years have 

ended. In exchange, the registrant would receive, during 

that decade, annual reward payments based on its  

product’s health impact. The HIF would foster develop-

ment of and access to new medicines against diseases 

that are now neglected because innovators cannot 

recover research and development costs from sales to  

the poor. Registrants would be rewarded not for  

selling products, but for making them effective toward 

improving global health.

Pogge notes, “The concept of global justice acknowledges  

the deep interconnections of a globalized world, allowing  

us to view events as effects of how our social world 

is structured and organized. Having the GJP located 

within the MacMillan Center offers a remarkable oppor-

tunity to address global justice issues from the widest 

diversity of perspectives.”

I see the Global Justice  
Program as a platform  
that can mobilize the  
creativity and unique skills  
of academics for projects 
that will advance justice  
in the world.  
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Lawmaking As Global Practice 
Oona Hathaway, one of the nation’s leading voices 

on international law and international relations, 

transnational law, and the law of U.S. foreign policy, 

is especially interested in the intersection between 

international law and domestic law. 

In her forthcoming book, Our Foreign Affairs 

Constitution: The President, Congress, and the Making 

of International Law, Hathaway discusses specific 

legal reforms that would reintroduce more effective 

democratic control over international lawmaking in 

the United States. She is also engaged in a joint project 

with Scott Shapiro, a professor at Yale Law School. 

That project, she says “focuses on understanding the 

underlying structures of international law and how they 

differ from and interact with those of domestic law.” 

In 2012, Hathaway founded and began directing the 

Yale Law School Center for Global Legal Challenges. 

Hathaway says that the Center’s purpose is to “bridge 

the divide between the legal academy and legal practice 

by connecting the legal academy to public and private 

sector actors responsible for addressing international 

legal challenges.” In the process, the Center aims 

to promote greater understanding of legal issues of 

global importance. “We want to encourage the legal 

academy to better grasp the real legal challenges faced 

by practitioners,” she says, “and to encourage those 

practitioners to draw upon the expertise available  

within the legal academy.” 

The Center has authored Supreme Court amicus 

briefs, plus several white papers and law review articles 

on international law issues of national and global 

importance—ranging from the cyber-attack laws, to 

the federal government’s power to detain terrorism 

suspects, to the enforcement of international law in U.S. 

courts. “At the Center’s core,” Hathaway explains, “is 

a seminar in which students work with me on research 

projects based on topics suggested by persons working 

at the Office of the Legal Advisor at the Department 

of State, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 

and other executive agencies. We are developing a new 

generation of lawyers with a sense of their capacity and 

responsibility to use international law, foreign affairs 

law, and national security law to address challenges 

facing the nation.”

We are developing a new 
generation of lawyers 
with…the capacity to use 
international law, foreign 
affairs law, and national 
security law to address 
challenges facing the nation.
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HaTHaWaY

gerard c.  and bernice latrobe  
smith professor of international 
law; director, center for global  
legal challenges, yale law school
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STEVEN 
WILKINSON

nilekani professor of india 
and south asian studies
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Confronting Legacies 
Steven Wilkinson is writing a book on why the Indian 

army has been much less of a threat to democracy than 

the army in Pakistan since independence, despite the 

fact that, like the Pakistani army, the Indian military is 

drawn disproportionately from just a few of the nation’s 

many ethnic groups. He notes that the problem of how 

to deal with ethnically imbalanced militaries, especially 

ones inherited from authoritarian regimes, is seen in 

many other states as well. 

“What’s great about working on these kinds of issues 

at Yale,” Wilkinson says, “is that I have access to policy 

people, and to the visiting scholars at the South Asia 

Council at the MacMillan Center, so that my research 

conclusions are continually being strengthened by 

speaking to people with significant knowledge about 

this topic. Recently, for instance, I spoke at length with 

a former military officer about his experiences, and a 

conference on Pakistan organized by a Jackson Institute 

fellow brought together officials, academics, and people 

from the region. That’s a mix that’s very unusual,  

and valuable.”

Since 2008, Wilkinson has also been working on trying 

to understand why some former colonies have done so 

much better than others in areas such as development 

of democratic institutions, economic growth, and 

conflict reduction since independence. Why, he asks, 

has Senegal been more stable than Togo; why has 

Botswana advanced further than Congo? This is a 

big question, and big questions like these, Wilkinson 
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being at the MacMillan Center 
offers me the opportunity  
to work with other scholars in 
crafting interdisciplinary  
approaches to complex and 
important questions.  

believes, need a blend of methods—economics, history, 

political science, and sociology—to use in finding 

answers. One conclusion he has come to is that legacies 

matter: The particular policies and representative 

institutions introduced during the colonial period make 

a big difference in how successful states have been 

subsequently. The good news, he adds, is that states 

are not prisoners of their pasts; good policies have been 

able to overcome even bad legacies in countries such as 

Tanzania, South Korea, and Singapore.

“Being at the MacMillan Center,” Wilkinson says, “offers 

me the opportunity to work with scholars in all these 

areas, crafting interdisciplinary approaches to these 

kinds of complex and important questions.”



The Travels of Temple Building 
Technology: from Caves to 
Pseudo-Caves along the Silk Road 
The Flow of Opportunity? The 
Hydrological and Environmental 
History of the Mezquital Valley 
Adapting Forest Restoration 
Approaches to Local Contexts: Case 
Studies from Southeast Asia The 
Politics of Waste: Formal and 
Informal Waste Practices in 
Contemporary Beijing and 
Guangzhou Domestic War of the 

Word: the Bounds of Speech and 
Censorship in France during the 
Algerian War, 1954-1962 
Dominican LGBT Activism and 
Subject Formation American Jews 
and Conscientious Objection in the 
First World War Hasidism and 
Attitudes toward Non-Jews 

Islamic Law in Morocco: 
Mudawana Code Rebuilding 
Tajikistan: Post-Disaster 
Management and Reduction of 
Poverty Traders, Technology, and 
the State in Post-socialist 
Kazakhstan International 
Business and the Public Sector in 
the European Renewable Energy 
Market Ethnography of Design 
Methodologies in East Africa Green 
Energy Microcredit Outcomes 
for Borrowers and Lenders in 

Ghana Corporate Social 
Responsibility Practices in Global 
Textile and Apparel Industries 
Population structure of 
Amazonian Fruit Camu Camu 
(Myrciaria dubia) in Peru after 
Decades of Harvest The Political 
Ecology of Brazil’s Forest 

Concession Policy in the BR-163 
Highway Forest District The Role 
of International Organizations 
in Local Business Development 
in Post-disaster Haiti 
Domesticating the Ocean: The 
Work of Conservation in Western 
Okinawa Markets in a Wartime 
Borderland: Wars, Trade, and 
Silver Flow across the Yalu 
River, 1592-1644 The 
Relationship Between French and 
Chinese Art Cinema (1980-2010) 

Japanese Economic Thinking 
and Chinese Policy on Economic 
Development, 1920-1940 
Archaeological Assessment of 
Teshig Valley Reorienting Faith: 
Navigating One’s Moral 
Compass through Everyday Life 
in Neoliberal Japan Imperial 

Husbandry: A Study of the South 
Manchuria Railway Veterinary 
Research Institute Care-Giving 
and Care-Taking: Dynamics of 
Care in Chinese Eldercare 
Institutions Ethnicity and 
Environment: Mediating State, 
Market and Nature in Everyday 
Buyi Practices Japan’s Sea 
Nomads in the Bakumatsu-Meiji 
Transition Research on Japanese 
Masculinity The Folksong 
Collecting Movements in Taiwan 

during the Japanese Occupation 
Period (1895-1945) Interest 
Groups in the Authoritarian 
Context The Effect of 
Transportation Costs and 
Regional Preferences on the 
Price of Goods in the Northern 
Philippines Changing Coastlines: 



An Historic Approach to Mangrove 
Management in South Sulawesi, 
Indonesia Ideologies of 
Language, Technologies of 
Literacy, and the Collaborative 
Imagination in Southeast Asia’s 
Malay World Dipterocarpaceae 
Seed Dispersal Distance, Density, 
and Survival in the Sepilok Forest 
Reserve, Sabah, Malaysia 
Documentation of the 
Wandamen Language in 
Manokwari, Indonesia Adolescent 
Reproductive and Sexual Health in 
Vietnam: A Study on the 
Correlation Between Perceptions of 
Sexuality and Available Sexual 
Health Resources Modern Bodies, 
Modern Souls: Religious 
Hospitals, Modern Embodiment, 
and the Making of Interreligious 
Publics in Late Colonial 
Indonesia Hanoi Lake Culture 
Documentary A Study on the 
Generational Differences in 
Vietnamese Perceptions of 

America in Relation to Improved 
Diplomatic Ties between 
Vietnam and the United States 
Adapting Forest Restoration 
Approaches to Local Contexts: 
Case-studies from Southeast Asia 
U.S. Strategies of Foreign 
Military Assistance: Indonesia 
Case Study The Cambodian 
Genocide Memory Project with 
Khmer Legacies and Youth for 
Peace Stand Structure and 
Diversity of Native Species 
Reforestation Sites on Leyte, 
Philippines The Grand Strategy of 
Singapore in the Arctic A Study on 
the Social and Emotional 
Learning Structures in Vietnam 
The Aftermath of the 2010 Fiscal 
Crisis: Shifting Power Structures 

in the EU The Culture, 
Diplomacy, and Politics of 
European Union Decision-
Making Language Education as a 
Politically Divisive Tool in the 
Former Yugoslavia Modern 
Bodies, Modern Souls: Religious 
Hospitals, Modern Embodiment, 
and the Making of Interreligious 
Publics in Late Colonial 
Indonesia Recaptives: Community 
and Identity in Sierra Leone, 
1808-1870 Queer Jihads in the 
Rainbow Nation: Political 
Identities and Activism of Queer 
Muslims in South Africa Turkey’s 
Changing Role in the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization The 
Guardians and the Volk: West 
German Civil Society and the 
Rise of the Federal 
Constitutional Court Pressuring 
the State: Advocacy NGOs and 
Public Policy Formation in India 
French Authorship and 
Resistance: Eastern European 

Francophone Writers in Vichy 
France Chinese-Mexican Relations 
and Their Influence on the Chinese 
Community in Mexico, 1930-
2010 The Efficacy of Counter-
terrorism Policy in Germany 
Role-Switching in Counter-
Insurgent Forces Implementation 
of European Union Legislation: 
A Comparative Study of France 
and Poland Agricultural and 
Archaeological Engagement with 
Peruvian Culture Sino-Israeli 
Green Innovation Policy 
Assessment: Lessons, Barriers 
and Opportunities in a Time of 
Uncertainty Narratives of 
Restoration and the Possibility of 
Dialogue in South African Penal 
and Evidence Law Discounting 

the Future: A Perspective on 
Public Opinion on International 
Climate Change Negotiations 
Making Imperial Capitalism: The 
Politics of Manufacturing in the 
British Empire, 1660-1760 The 
Logic of Ethnic Exclusion in 
Authoritarianism Patterns of 
Retrenchment: The Determinants 
of Health Care Reform in the 
Developing World Commercial 
Interests and Colonial 
Corporations Remote Sensing 
Assessment of Nomadic 
Populations in and around 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 
Contesting the Ironclad 
Structures of Poverty and 
Inequality in Rural Guatemala: 
Transnational Migration 
Remittances and Land Tenure 
Different Ranks for Different 
Banks: An Examination of Why 
Economic Policy and Decisions 
Vary Research into the Strategic 
Choices of Costa Rican 

Healthcare and Development 
Career Incentives, Intraparty 
Competition, and Local Public 
Goods Provision in China 
Governance, NGOs, and Public 
Goods Provision in Northern 
Uganda How Non-state 
Organizations Influence Politics: 
Strategic Interactions and Influence 
of Non-state Organizations on 
Policy-makers and Policy 
Investigating the Impact of 
Microfinance among Women in 
Rural vs Urban Tanzania 
Political Economy and Government 
Debt Crisis Supranational Energy 
Policy and Multi-level Venue-
shopping of Interest Groups 
Small-Scale Sustainability in New 
Zealand Agriculture The Political 

Economy of Democratic 
Accountability: The Causes and 
Consequences of Incumbency 
Advantage in Latin America 
Street Food, Hawker Technology, 
and Singaporean Urbanism: A 
Model for the West The Evolution 
of Mobile Telephony in 
Sub-Saharan Africa: 
Empowering Global Citizens in 
Zambia and South Sudan Son 
Jarocho: Afro-Mexican Music, 
Identity, and Politics International 
Arbitration Research Project in 
London, England Popular 
Culture, Political Emotion, and 
Mass Mobilization during the 
1930s in France Searching for 
Monsters to Destroy: The Grand 
Strategy of John Quincy Adams 
The Police des Noirs on the Ground 
Urban Encounters: Struggles for 
Freedom in the South, 
1865-1875 I Want To Be An 
Angel: Contraband Education 
during the Civil War China’s 

Second Generation Migrant 
Workers and the Rule of Law 
Caught in Between—U.S. Strategy 
on Iran from the Perspectives of 
Iranians, India, and Turkey Arms 
Control Association—Iran 
Nuclear Strategy Project Iraqi 
Refugee Assistance Project: Pulitzer 
Center on Crisis Reporting 
Geography, Statistics, and the 
(Re)invention of the Province in 
the 19th Century Novel Music 
and the Global Black Community: 
The Interpretation of American 
Blackness in Rio de Janeiro   
Using Rubber to Recover: 
Evaluating the Success of 
Enrichment Regeneration  
under a Rubber Plantation  
in Southern Bahia, Brazil  

More than 500 Yale students are supported 
annually to spend time abroad undertaking 
research and other academically oriented 
international and area studies. 



Rethinking Gender in  
the Arab World 
Marcia C. Inhorn is a medical anthropologist and 

Middle East gender studies scholar, working at the 

crossroads of disciplines including science and technol-

ogy studies, and global public health. Her research  

has focused on understanding infertility as a global 

reproductive health issue, including in the Middle East, 

where rates of male infertility are particularly high.

Inhorn’s latest book, The New Arab Man: Emergent  

Masculinities, Technologies, and Islam in the Middle East,  

is the first empirical study of Middle Eastern men’s 

changing manhood. Focusing on the lives of ordinary 

Arab men, the book unseats the stereotype of Middle 

Eastern Muslim men as terrorists, religious zealots,  

and oppressors of women, while showing that notions  

of masculinity, marriage, and family life have been 

changing dramatically. She notes that “New Arab men,” 

of the kind who have been protesting against authoritar-

ian regimes, are self-consciously rethinking the “four 

notorious P’s”—patriarchy, patrilineality, patrilocality, 

and polygyny—as they struggle for human dignity and  

a chance for better lives. 

According to Inhorn, emerging reproductive technolo-

gies are changing the lives of Middle Eastern couples. 

Although Islamic authorities have condoned assisted 

reproduction as a solution to human suffering, third-

party reproductive assistance (e.g., sperm donation,  

egg donation, embryo donation, surrogacy) is still 

widely banned across the Sunni Muslim world.  

Nonetheless, recent Shia Muslim fatwas have challenged  

this ban, leading to a thriving donor technology  

industry in both Iran and Lebanon. As a result, men  

are rethinking their “Islamic masculinities” as they 

undertake transnational “egg quests” out of devotion  

to the infertile wives they love. 

Her next book, Global Gametes: Reproductive Tourism and 

Medical Cosmopolitanism in High-tech Dubai, will question 

assumptions about Middle Eastern transnationalism, 

Islamic technoscience, and Middle Eastern marital  

commitments as they emerge across the region in the 

21st century. 

Of her affiliation with the MacMillan Center, Inhorn 

says, “The MacMillan Center has been my intellectual 

home since I came to Yale in 2008. I have served  

as the chair of the Council on Middle East Studies,  

the editor of the Journal of Middle East Women’s  

Studies (JMEWS), and the program chair of numerous  

conferences and workshops, including a historic  

international conference—Medical Anthropology at the 

Intersections: Celebrating 50 Years of Interdisciplinarity. 

Such interdisciplinary cross-fertilization is central to  

my work.”
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The MacMillan Center is my 
intellectual home.
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MaRCIa C. 
INHORN

william k. lanman, jr.  
professor of anthropology  
and international studies



bEN 
KIERNaN

a. whitney griswold  
professor of history; director, 
genocide studies program,  
the macmillan center
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The Roots of Genocide 
For thirty years, Ben Kiernan has been deeply 

involved in the study of genocide and crimes against 

humanity. He played a key role in unearthing 

confidential documentation of the atrocities committed 

by the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia. His writings 

have transformed our understanding not only of 

twentieth-century Cambodia, but also of the historical 

phenomenon of genocide. His book, Blood and Soil, is 

the first global history of genocide and extermination 

from ancient times.

“What first brought home to me the concept of genocide 

was talking with my grandfather, Abraham Gershon 

Silk,” says Kiernan. “I remember one conversation in 

1969, the year before he died. His parents, Moise Zeidan 

and Frances Schudmak, had married in 1873 in  

Krakow. He told me of relatives in Krakow he had never 

met, who had written to him in the 1930s. But once  

war broke out, he did not hear from them again. ‘They 

are probably all dead,’ I remember him saying.”

Kiernan has examined outbreaks of mass violence from 

the classical era to the present, focusing on worldwide 

colonial exterminations and twentieth-century case 

studies including the Armenian genocide, the Nazi 

Holocaust, Stalin’s mass murders, and the Cambodian 
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Faculty and visiting scholars 
have made the MacMillan  
Center a scintillating  
environment for scholarship.  
I can’t imagine Yale without it.  

and Rwandan genocides. He has identified connections, 

patterns, and features that in nearly every case gave  

early warning of the catastrophe to come: racism or 

religious prejudice, territorial expansionism, and cults 

of antiquity and agrarianism. “The ideologies that have 

motivated perpetrators of mass killings in the past 

persist in our century,” says Kiernan. “We must heed the 

historical evidence with its telltale signs for predicting 

and preventing future genocides.”

“During my more than two decades at Yale,” Kiernan 

says, “the MacMillan Center has hosted and supported 

my research on the history of Southeast Asia and on the 

causes, consequences, and challenges of genocide. The 

Center’s faculty and visiting scholars have made it a 

scintillating and productive environment for scholarship. 

It is hard to imagine Yale without the MacMillan Center.” 



The Changing Nature of Civil Wars 
Stathis Kalyvas’ research has focused on the dynamics of civil conflict. He has 

investigated several features of violent political conflict as seen from the ground up, 

including the violence experienced by civilian populations, the ways in which rebel 

organizations recruit, and the patterns of interaction between civilian populations  

and armed groups. This work has produced several insights about how civil wars  

actually “work,” about how individuals make choices in these contexts, and about  

the consequences of those choices. 

More recently, Kalyvas has been focusing on how these dynamics vary across  

geographical spaces and historical periods. One finding he notes is that the Cold War 

had a definite impact on the way civil wars were fought. For instance: While guerrilla 

warfare is much more tied to the Cold War era than previously thought, most civil  

wars fought after the Cold War have 

not been guerrilla conflicts. Further-

more, the end of bipolar superpower 

competition and the collapse of  

communism have not ushered in a  

wave of anarchy as feared, but have 

facilitated the spread of civil peace.  

At the same time, a new revolutionary ideology has emerged—Islamist jihad. So far,  

it has been much less successful compared to Cold War-era Marxist insurgencies.

In recent work, Kalyvas is examining the transformation of civil wars over the last  

two centuries, with a particular focus on the interaction among global ideologies, 

transnational social movements, and technologies of rebellion.

“When I arrived at Yale,” Kalyvas says, “I was able to set up (and have since run) the 

Program on Order, Conflict, and Violence at the MacMillan Center. The program has 

become a national and international focal point for research on conflict. My research 

has benefited immensely by the presence at Yale of a cohort of scholars interested in 

questions of conflict. I have been fortunate to interact with researchers from around 

the world and collaborate with both exceptionally talented graduate students and  

postgraduate fellows attracted to Yale by the work we do.”

My research has benefited immensely  
by the presence of a cohort of scholars  
at Yale interested in questions of  
conflict.
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4 master’s degree programs: african Studies, East asian Studies,  
European and Russian Studies, and Global affairs.



council on african studies
The Council on African Studies promotes education and scholarly exchange 

about Africa through its curricula and educational activities open to  

the general public. Guided by the conviction that engagement with  

contemporary African realities contributes to theory building of global 

relevance, its research and initiatives emphasize the dynamics—historical  

and contemporary—between African localities and the rest of the world.

council on east asian studies 
Founded in 1961, the Council on East Asian Studies continues a long 

tradition of East Asian studies at Yale, providing a forum for academic 

exploration and support related to the study of China, Japan, and Korea.  

It promotes education about East Asia both in the college curricula 

and through lectures and workshops, conferences, cultural events, and 

educational activities open to faculty, students, K-16 educators, and  

the general public.  
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The MacMillan Center’s 
interdisciplinary councils, centers, 
and programs are at the heart of 
its mission of teaching, research 
and supporting innovation in 
international and area studies.



european studies council
The European Studies Council formulates and 

implements new curricular and research programs 

reflective of current developments in Europe. The 

geographical scope of the council’s activities extends 

from Ireland to the lands of the former Soviet Union. 

Its definition represents a concept of Europe that 

transcends the conventional divisions into Western, 

Central, and Eastern Europe, and includes the  

Balkans and Russia. 

council on latin american and 
iberian studies 
Established in 1962, the Council on Latin American 

and Iberian Studies continues a long tradition of Yale 

collaborations in Latin America, Spain, and Portugal. 

Recent years have seen expansion of programs in 

political currents in Latin America, culture and 

performance (music, theater, the arts), along with 

increased collaboration in the areas of forestry and  

the environment, law, and human rights.

council on middle east studies 
As globally significant developments in the Middle 

East unfold daily, the Council on Middle East Studies 

continues its role as an academic platform in which 

students and faculty at and outside of Yale can debate 

the myriad contemporary, historical, political, and 

cultural issues of relevance to the Middle East and 

North Africa and beyond. Its goal to promote richer 

understanding of contemporary issues in the Middle 

East includes regional initiatives in North African 

Studies, Iranian Studies, Turkish Studies, and Arab  

Gulf Studies. 

south asian studies council 
The South Asian Studies Council at Yale is committed 

to promoting a comprehensive understanding of 

historical and contemporary South Asia, encompassing 

Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, the Maldives, 

Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka. It also seeks to stretch 

geographical borders, emphasizing the links that South 

Asia traditionally has had and continues to have with 

other Asian countries and the rest of the world.  
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council on southeast asia studies
The Council on Southeast Asia Studies, established in 

1947, was the first area studies program in the U.S. to 

embark on the study of Southeast Asia in all disciplines. 

Today, it helps to maintain one of the country’s most 

extensive library collections in this field. Students 

interested in Burma/Myanmar, Cambodia, East Timor, 

Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, 

Thailand, and Vietnam seek out the council, which 

promotes research and education on the region’s politics, 

histories, cultures, and economies.

program on democracy
The Program on Democracy encourages work at the 

intersection of democratic theory and empirical research 

on democracy. It supports research in which answers 

to the question “How should democracy work?” are 

informed by answers to the question “How does 

democracy work?” Emphasis is placed on research on 

new democratic institutions in developing countries. 
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european union studies program
Through lectures, seminars, workshops, conferences, 

short-term visitors, and summer research grants, the 

European Union Studies Program promotes greater 

knowledge about and understanding of the European 

Union—its past development, its current institutions 

and operations, and its future evolution. Particular 

attention is devoted to transatlantic relations between 

the United States and the European Union. 

fox international  
fellowship program
The Fox International Fellowship program identifies 

and develops future leaders who will contribute to 

decisions affecting global policies and international 

relations, and who are expected to focus on fields 

with practical connections to promoting world peace, 

prosperity, and sustainability. Graduate students and 

graduating seniors from elite universities in Moscow, 

Berlin, Shanghai, Paris, Tokyo, Tel Aviv, Istanbul,  

Cape Town, Cambridge, Mexico City, São Paulo, and 

New Delhi come to Yale to do independent research 

each year, while Yale students travel to the fellowship’s 

schools abroad.

jackson institute for global affairs
The Jackson Institute for Global Affairs is a principal 

driver of Yale’s efforts to internationalize its teaching 

curriculum, to attract the most talented students and 

scholars to Yale from around the world, and to deepen 

the University’s engagement abroad. Its mission is to 

institutionalize the teaching of global affairs throughout 

the University, and to inspire and prepare Yale students 

for global citizenship and leadership through both its 

academic programs and its career services.
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genocide studies program
The Genocide Studies Program seeks to put worldwide 

genocidal events into comparative context and to make 

them more comprehensible, in the hope that research 

will yield potential “markers,” or telltale signs, to enable 

the prevention of future disasters before they gain 

momentum. Begun in 1998 as an expansion of Yale’s 

Cambodian Genocide Program, the program today 

conducts research, weekly seminars, and conferences 

on issues relating to genocide; provides training to 

researchers from afflicted regions; and maintains a Web 

site and database.

global justice program
The Global Justice Program unites an interdisciplinary 

group of scholars with the aim of taking morality 

seriously in shaping foreign policy, and in negotiating 

transnational institutional arrangements. The program 

has a special interest in the evolution of severe poverty 

and its relationship with public health. The concept of 

global justice acknowledges the deep interconnections 

of a globalized world, and traces individual deprivations 

back to political and economic structures. 

hellenic studies program
This program offers instruction in modern Greek at  

the elementary, intermediate, and advanced levels. It  

also offers a variety of courses in literature, history,  

and culture with a focus on modern Greece, and fosters 

courses in other departments, including Byzantine 

history and Byzantine history of art. The program 

organizes a variety of public events, including lectures 

and conferences, on a wide range of topics pertaining  

to Greece.

The MacMillan Center’s 
regional and issue-focused 
research programs and  
initiatives shift and adapt 
as faculty interests and  
real-world problems evolve.

global health initiative
The Global Health Initiative is an interdisciplinary 

effort to improve the health of people around the globe 

through education and research. It defines global health 

as a field of study and practice focused on the health  

of human populations in a global context, transcending  

the perspectives and concerns of individual nations. 

More than 80 research programs are underway in more 

than 60 countries, with a particular commitment to 

work in low- and middle-income countries. 
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7 undergraduate majors: african Studies, East asian Studies,  
Global affairs, Latin american and Iberian Studies, Modern  
Middle East Studies, Russian and East European Studies,  
and South asian Studies.



georg walter leitner program in international 
and comparative political economy
The Georg Walter Leitner Program in International and Comparative 

Political Economy promotes research and teaching about the interactions 

between politics and economics around the world—a critical area of inquiry 

in the social sciences today. Its many activities include a weekly political 

economy workshop, and several conferences each year at which the leading 

research in related fields is presented and discussed. The program also hosts 

visiting scholars, sponsors graduate and undergraduate student research 

fellowships, and provides undergraduate senior essay assistance.

program on order, conflict, and violence
Since its establishment in 2004, the program has organized over two 

hundred talks and a dozen conferences and workshops. The program fosters 

pioneering and rigorous theoretical and empirical research on human 

conflict in all its dimensions. Through its combined activities, the program 

has helped to make Yale the preeminent site for cutting-edge research on 

questions related to order, conflict, and violence. 

programs in international educational resources 
Programs in International Educational Resources (PIER) draws on Yale’s 

extensive resources to develop and implement initiatives designed to 

advance understanding of international and world regional issues through 

outreach to education, business, media, and the public. PIER provides 

a wide range of programs and services, including summer institutes, 

professional development workshops, production and evaluation of 

educational materials, and curriculum development.
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gilder lehrman center for the study of slavery, 
resistance, and abolition
The Gilder Lehrman Center promotes an understanding of the role of 

slavery, slave resistance, and abolition in the founding of the modern world 

by encouraging intellectual exchange among scholars, teachers, and public 

historians through publications, conferences, cultural events, and lectures. 

The center also offers research fellowships, hosts visiting scholars, provides 

professional development for secondary school teachers, and funds the 

Frederick Douglass Book Prize, an annual award for the best nonfiction 

book written on the subject of slavery, resistance or abolition.

center for the study of globalization 
The Center for the Study of Globalization is devoted to examining the 

impact of our increasingly integrated world on individuals, communities, 

and nations. It develops projects and activities that address how to  

enable the world’s poorest and weakest peoples to participate in the  

benefits of globalization. Its flagship publication, YaleGlobal Online  

(www.yaleglobal.yale.edu), disseminates information about globalization  

to millions of readers in more than 165 countries. 
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250 faculty are involved with the MacMillan 
Center from across the University in any 
given year, as well as 75 visiting scholars 
from around the world.
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web: yale.edu/macmillan
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